
 



  

09:00 Registration   

09:30 Opening and welcome 

Dr Andrew Kok – Manager: Dutch Reformed Church Archives 

Dr Bertus Koorts – Chairman of ATA 

  

09:45 The outsiders within – the processes and challenges of 

conservation and accessibility for a national site in the digital age 

Ms Sally Titlestad, 

Spatial History Consultant 

Sally’s professional experience spans widely diverse fields, from clinical 

therapeutic and community interventions and activist leadership training 

to integrated research-based analysis and interpretation of cultural 

heritage based on international charters and national legislative 

directives. She has extensive team and project management experience 

in both the humanities and the cultural heritage fields.  She led complex 

assessment and implementation teams for world, national, provincial and 

local heritage projects and have brokered local and international 

partnerships with a focus on the development of local opportunities and 

younger team members. 

  

10:30 The Five Hundred Year Archive: building a digital archive for the 

Southern African past before colonialism 

Dr Grant McNulty 

McNulty Consulting/University of Cape Town 

Grant is a consultant and researcher who focuses on how digital 

technologies can improve access to, and stimulate discussion about, 

cultural resources in various forms. He runs McNulty Consulting, a digital 

agency that works with cultural institutions and is a post-doctoral 

research fellow of the Archive and Public Culture Research Initiative 

(UCT). 
  

11:15 Coffee / Tea   

11:45 Selection criteria for suitable equipment for digitising projects 

Mr Antenie Carstens,  

National Library of SA 

Antenie started his career as a technical photographer at the former 

Department of Agricultural and Technical Services at the Fruit 

Technology Research Institute at Stellenbosch. In 1980 he joined the of 

Stellenbosch University’s photographic section of the Bureau for 

University and Continuing Education, and later became head of the 

Photographic Section in 1990. In 2008 he joined the National Library of 

South Africa as head of the Digitising Section. During this time, he was 

responsible for identifying appropriate equipment suitable for large scale, 

large format digitising of various heritage materials of the library. He has 

completed his Master's dissertation on the digitising of various 

photographic materials and is currently enrolled for his PhD on Quality 

Control and Management of digital collections for preservation purposes.  

  



12:30 Lunch   

13:30 FamilySearch – preserving the past for the future 

Mr Wayne van As, FamilySearch  

Wayne was a senior Boland provincial cricketer and then worked for 

SAPS and SANLAM. For the past ten years he is an Area manager for 

FamilySearch. He always had a desire to help and serve people, and the 

progression to FamilySearch to help people find their ancestors has been 

a natural one. As a non-profit, the aim is to help preserve as well as 

provide access to records to people where possible so that they can 

create a link to their family members who have gone before them. The 

goal is to create mutually beneficial relationships with those who feel 

similarly inclined. 

 

  

14:15 Round table discussion:   

 Nederduitch Hervormde Kerk van Afrika 

Mr Nandor Sarkady 

Nándor Géza Sarkady completed his B.A. (Hons.) at the University of 

Pretoria in 1992. During 1993-1995 he completed his post graduate 

Diploma in Archival Studies at the Royal Dutch Archival School 

(Rijksarchiefschool) in The Hague which also included practical work 

training at the State Archives in Utrecht, both in The Netherlands. In 1995 

his career started as co-archivist at the Archives of the Netherdutch 

Reformed Church and since 2009 as principal archivist.  

 

 

 Anglican & Presbyterian Church 

Ms Zofia Sulej 

Zofia is originally from Poland and is a qualified teacher. She teaches 

Russian on a part-time basis and is also an archivist at the Historical 

Papers Research Archive, William Cullen Library, University of the 

Witwatersrand, Johannesburg. 

 

 
 

 NG Kerk in SA 

Dr Isabel Murray 

Isabelle Murray qualified as a social worker at SU and worked as a 

student and community development facilitator up to 2013 when she 

obtained her PhD in Practical Theology at SU. Having been involved in 

various research projects, she joined the Dutch Reformed Church 

Archives team in 2016 and has re-discovered her Murray mission 

ancestors, as well as the astounding richness literally buried in the DR 

Church Archives.   



 NG Kerk Vrystaat 

Dr Jurie van Wyk 

Jurie studies at the Universities of the Free State and Stellenbosch. He 

served in the Lingadzi Congregation in Lilongwe, Malawi and there after 

moved to the Theological School in Zomba. Thereafter he worked at the 

Mwale Theological College in Zambia. He is now retired and lives in 

Colesberg. He is also involved in the Dictionary of African Christian 

Biography (www.dacb.org) and is also involved in a project of the Free 

State Church Archives with the digitization of Missionary documents from 

the previous North-East and West Rhodesia.   

15:15 The data revolution in African economic history 

Prof Johan Fourie, University of Stellenbosch 

Johan Fourie is associate professor of Economics at History at 

Stellenbosch University. He obtained his PhD from Utrecht University in 

2012 with a dissertation on the wealth of the Cape settlers, a 

dissertation that was awarded the ‘Best Dissertation’-prize at the World 

Economic History Congress in Kyoto in 2015. Fourie coordinates the 

Laboratory for the Economics of Africa’s Past, an interdisciplinary 

research group, and the Biography of an Uncharted People project 

(www.unchartedpeople.org), a project that aims to transcribe and 

analyse large quantities of historical individual-level records. Fourie is 

president of the Economic History Society of Southern Africa, a former 

editor of Economic History of Developing Regions, and author of more 

than 50 academic papers in local and international journals. 

 

15:30 Coffee / Tea  

15:45 Digitising in 2018 and preservation into the future  

Mr Shane Byren, FirstCoast 

Shane spent 20 years in the motor industry starting with Mercedes Benz. 

Then another ten years were spent in printer/copiers, car rental, fund 

raising and software, and then eight years in scanning and digitisation 

with all its related products. He is a volunteer Paramedic for 15 years and 

Board Member of an NPO Old Age Home. 

 

 

16:15 Summary and concluding remarks  

Dr Andrew Kok 

 

16:20 Closure  

Rev Albe Theunissen 

Chairman of STA 

 

 

http://www.dacb.org/
http://www.unchartedpeople.org/


Digitizing the Church
Archives

WHAT EXACTLY DOES OUR ARCHIVE 
IN STELLENBOSCH WANT FROM ITS 
STAKEHOLDERS OR VICE VERSA?

CHURCH ARCHIVES CONFERENCE
TUESDAY, 12 JUNE 2018

Professor AS (Bertus) Koorts



What are archives and why do we keep them 
and what should we keep?

• Archives are places of memory of the Christian community and
storehouses of culture for the new growth paradigm of
evangelisation

• We have a responsibility which we cannot ignore …… 

• Archives also contain information that is of interest not only to
the creating institute, but also to researchers from a variety of
fields of knowledge - the investigation of social, economic and
cultural history, more attention is given to the sociological and
cultural aspects of the history of religion.



Let us not forget:

We need to emphasize history and archives in perspective:

• history, as an essential means that should be in the
forefront of every process of understanding Mercy as a
community; and

• archives, as the important treasury that safeguards and
ensures the future of the missionary call.

It is Christ who operates in time and who writes ....… His
story through our papers which are echoes and traces of the
passage of our Lord Jesus Christ in this world.



SOME QUESTIONS

• What are the advantages for our congregations,
presbyteries and synods of sending our records to the
Archive?

• Is the “supply chain” complete or broken or fragmented?

• Do we have an effective and efficient business model? And
is it sustainable?



VALUE CHAIN AND PROPOSITION

SYNOD 3

SYNOD 1

SYNOD 2

Value chain

DRC ARCHIVE 

STELLENBOSCH

Value Proposition

A manual for 

congregational 

archiving





What is our business model for the digital age in the
new context of the age of AI - The 4th industrial
revolution and KM: AI and its role in managing and
archiving digital assets?

• What got us here, won't get us there: What is your digital 
Strategy? Are we building archive skills for the AI future?

• Archival concepts for a digital age

• What is a record?

• A new church culture - Gen Z?

• Disruptions to the business model

• Expectations – Church and community

• What are we preserving?



• What is custody?

• What is access?

• Effect of the POPI Act / GDPR?

• The new features of our business model .......

---------------------------------------------

Archives in the Digital Age: Standards, Policies and Tools

by Lina Bountouri



KPIs

PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE CRITERIA FOR ARCHIVES?

Here is a framework that any organization can use to improve
overall performance:

It will

• Empower your archive to reach your goals, improve results, and
become more competitive.

• Help you assess where your archive is and where it needs to
be.

• Give you the tools you need to examine your management
system.



FRAMEWORK







2012 achieved a clear beginning inventory of the collection, the return of the 

volumes on loan to the Cape Archives, and the ordering and numbering of all 

archive volumes

Workshop directed us to pursue avenues to research and access



OW DELIVERABLES :

• Physical conservation enclosures for the archive 

• management plan for the collection

• updated website for better interaction, stakeholder engagement

• updated database for management

• guidebook for use of the archive & brochure for the Church

• a piece of research that can begin to show the value of the archive

• planning for test digitising 

• 4 workshops: Archival procedures and management of access, Conservation, 

Database training, Stakeholders and public education

• Select and train some people in care 



Outcomes

 It is unanimously understood and agreed that the archive must be closed and 
protected until conservation and access management plan is completed.

 The members present unanimously support the intended outcomes of this phase of 
the project.

 Publicise on church and project website the fact that background work is ongoing 
while archive is conserved and access is being organised.

 Academic research vs family trees. Access for amateur researchers to be decided. 
ST and TB to research and implement decision made by Heritage Committee. 

 Records should be digitised and tagged in the longer term. 
 Careful control and respect rather than casual experience.
 Put inventory online (basic finding aid), once it is well enough developed to be 

useful.
 Need regular information meetings, common understanding and basis for work.
 Heritage committee and Council must get congregation on board by taking 

information and enthusiasm to them.
 Recommendation to Council that ICMP is urgently undertaken. 
 More regular contact with this. Quarterly meetings?
 ST to do historical presentation for congregation.







Group of dedicated volunteers that arose unintended



The database contains 4 ‘tracks’

 The inventory track 
• individually reports on each item in 19 fields, including a photograph of the item by which it can be 

identified. 

 The conservation track 
• is in its infancy, but reports on the current condition of the each of the paper based volumes, with 

specialist assessments on 56 items explored in detail by Johann Maree. Conservation actions taken during 

this phase are being captured.

 The usage and movement tracks
• are in their infancy and intended for future management of the display of the collection and public access 

to the content of the archive.  

 The reference track 
• (also in its infancy) is for recording places where reference is made to the collection or items in the 

collection. 
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Membership list 1780:

441 members

Information:

• name

• place of origin

• status: VOC, burgher

• rank

• occupation

• marital status

• residence

• manner of becoming member







Tobias Christiaan Rönnenkamp – born in Hamburg, Junior Merchant in the 

service of the honourable Company; secretary of the honourable board of 

Lords Orphan Masters; and member of the honourable Council of Justice of 

this Administration. Married. Attestation (proof of membership)

Voorstander = representative / elder / prominent person

The richness of the material



Series and sub-series per building

Legal

Fixtures and Fittings

Conservation Management
Policy

Projects

Permit Applications

Correspondence with authorities

Tenant management

Adaptive re-use
Policy

Projects

Alts and Adds

Permit Applications

Correspondence with authorities

Proposals

Building Management Images

ELC Collection structure revised and proposed 2018

ELC (The Institution) 

ELC Strand Street (the collection) 
The SA Kinderhuis collection, 

same administrative structure? 
Other collections that may arise 

will use the same structure

Membership  Administration (MA)

Building 1 Church and linking spaces

Church Council (CC)

Religious Culture (RC)

Objects and Artefacts (OA)

Library material (LIB)

Architectural Drawings (AD)

(cross referenced to building)

ELC leaders records pre-1780

‘Batavia’ (pre-1780)

Minutes after official establishment

Appendices

Correspondence

Finances

Care for the Community

Sister’s Union

School

Branch Congregations

Pastors

Deedbox

Private Collections

Membership

Baptism

Marriage

Death & Cemetery 

Bibles

Hymnbooks

Liturgy

Doctrine 

Artwork & Images

Clocks

Furnishings

Liturgical

Remembrance

Musical & Audio

Utility

Books, Journals, Pamphlets, 

Newspaper, Other (in description, 

not by classification)

Legal

Fixtures and Fittings

Conservation Management

Adaptive re-use

Proposals

Sub-collections Series

Building 2 Martin Melck House 

Building 3 Sexton’s House

Building 4 Martin Luther Building

Building 5 Swan Building

Neighbourhood

Paintings

Craft 

Engravings

Prints

Images and photographs

Sub-Series

Buildings (B+ number)

New finding aids required

Identifiers
2012 2015 2018

IEG IEG IEG

IEB IEB IEB

CCM CCM

CCA

CCC

CCF

SRC SRC SRC

SU SRU SRU

SRS SRS SRS

BC BC BRN, BCS, BCW, BCY

CCP CCP CCP

DB DBX (re-

distributed)
New assignations 

from 2015?
- -

MAM MAM MAM

MAB MAB MAB

MAW MAW MAW

RCB RCB RCB

RCH RCH RCH

RCL RCL RCL

OA OAA OAA

OA OAC OAC

OAF

OAL

OAR

OAM

OAU

PMB, PMC, 

PMG, PMN, 

PMP, PPC, 

PPM, PPP, 

PPR 

same LIB + Description, 

cross ref to 

categories

AD ADD ADD

ADO ADO

ADC ADC

ADA ADA

ADP ADP

CCB CCB CCB

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -
Odd things …  Accessions since 2012 – naming conventions  (MoC & ST)

Private Collections

Deed box

Buildings – check with Martin

Chiuldren’s Home (new category)

16/04/2018 14:29:18

Children’s Home? 

Breakaway congregations? 

Private Collections?

Pastor’s collections …? 

VASCO (same structure as 
below, less some categories)





The Five Hundred Year 
Archive (FHYA) Project

Grant McNulty�
McNulty Consulting

Archive and Public Culture Research Initiative (UCT) �



 FHYA’s BIG Challenge
 What is the FHYA Project?
 What is the FHYA Exemplar?
 Potential of FHYA Model 

Outline



FHYA’s BIG Challenge
 Promote and support research into the remote 
southern African past
 No archive for remote past? Perceived absence of 
archival material for this period
 No archive in place but there are materials in 
museums / collections but these are often:
 Undated
 Misidentified 
 Difficult to access



  Feasibility Study

  Conceptual Intervention: Stems from critical 
enquiries into the remote past

  Technical Intervention: Creation of digital model 
which is the FHYA exemplar / prototype 

What is the FHYA?



Limited Focus (geographic & 
temporal)

  Small region 
(initially southern 
Swaziland & 
KwaZulu-Natal)  

  Limited time 
period (currently 
18th to 20th 
centuries) 



  Diverse institutions 
(archaeological repositories, 
libraries, art galleries, local and 
international) 

  Diverse mediums (sound 
recordings, texts, objects, 
botanical specimens, 
contemporary memory and 
practices, labels, accession 
registers)

  Diverse contributors 
(institutions, community and 
clan historians, professional 
historians, poets)

Maximum Complexity



Maximum Searchability 



Maximum Searchability cont.



Bews 
Herbarium 
(Ethnobotanical 
items)
 Austrian 
Academy of 
Sciences (Sound 
recordings)
 KZNM 
Anthropological 
Collection 
(Ethnographic 
items)

Father Franz Mayr



Why an Archival Framework? 
 Museum collections - classify items in terms of 
tribal / ethnic categories
 Herbaria - classify items by taxa & species
 Archives - organised by PROVENANCE:

 Person who created item
 Under which conditions & for what purpose

 Reveal collection, classification and 
preservation processes 
 Show that material has been subject to change 
over time



Locates 

Items

Restores 

Provenance

Allows for 

Additional 

Info

Shows 

Current 

Classification

Deconstructs 

Classification

FHYA Exemplar  



Locates Items 

  Item in 
Johannesburg Art 
Gallery

  Item generally not 
thought of as 
historical or archival 
material

‘Male & Female Figures, Tsonga/ North Nguni, Natal’?



Shows Current Classification



Deconstructs Classification



Restores Provenance 



Allows for Additional Info



Hairpin (1905)

Accession Book Entry - H. BALFOUR Esq. - Collected by 
H. Balfour at Laduma's Kraal, Swartkop near 
Pietermaritzburg, Natal, 1905. - [...] woman’s hair pin with 
bead-work top.



Hairpin (2017)



  Strengthen Understanding of archival potential of non-textual 
materials (such as physical objects and sound recordings)

  Connect Related Materials that are separately housed across 
institutions and include non-institutional materials

  Generate Dialogue and knowledge-sharing

  Stimulate interest in: 

  Institutions’ collections through increased access and public 
engagement

  Remote past as subject of research and study and something that 
is relevant to people in the present 

Potential of FHYA Model



DIGITISATION

HERITAGE COLLECTIONS

Antenie Carstens
(SPSSA, FPSSA, ARPS)

Selection criteria for suitable 
equipment for digitising projects. 

Kerkargief   12 June  2018



> Project planning

> Selection of suitable equipment

> Digital Quality Management

DIGITISATION

Brief Introduction



A successful digitisation project is a process of 
consistent discipline and effort to plan, execute 
and monitor the sequence of events needed to 
digitise any heritage collection of value to an 
institution. To succeed we need the will, 
commitment and support from our management 
teams.

Although decisions are taken at management level, I believe 
the needs come from the bottom, do not underestimate  your 
technical staff’s requirements and suggestions, they do the 
hands on, day to day work and know the shortcomings and 
pitfalls.

DIGITISATION



SOME MISCONCEPTIONS

IT IS NOT QUICK !

IT IS NOT EASY!

IT IS NOT AUTOMATIC!

IT IS NOT SIMPLE!

IT’S NOT CHEAP!

IT IS NOT A ONE STEP PROCESS

YOU NEED TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE TO DO IT 
PROPERLY!

IN FACT IT IS……COMPLICATED!



DIGITISATION

Why should you  digitise?

What equipment must I buy?



3. Opdrag

3.6 “Bewaring en ontsluiting
van die Algemene Sinode se eie 

argivalia by die aangewese 
bewaarplek(ke)”

(sluit dit “aanlyn” beskikbaarheid in?)

DIE KERKORDE VAN DIE
NG KERK 2015, REGLEMENT 4



1. What is digitisation?
2. Why should you digitise?
3. What can you digitise?
4. Planning a digitisation project
5. The process of digitisation
6. Challenges of digitisation

DIGITISATION

Purpose of digitisation

Preservation
Access



The conversion of  an analog signal into a 
digital, binary computer code.

This is a two step process:
1. Sampling or rasterization

(measurement at defined discrete points)
2. Quantization

(converting into numeric value)

DIGITISATION

What is digitisation ?



Digitisation vs “Born Digital”

‘Born digital’ is digital information created as 
digital data from the first moment of 

‘capturing’
For example:

1. A digital photograph taken with digital camera

2. An original document created by means of computer 
software i.e. WORD, EXCEL, ACCESS, CAD etc

DIGITISATION



What can you digitise?

DIGITISATION



1. Newspapers
2. Periodicals
3. Paintings
4. Rare books
5. Maps
6. Posters
7. Photographic negatives

and prints
8. Documents
8. Microfilms / Fiche
9. Audio / Video material

DIGITISATION



Original formats

NEWSPAPERS RARE BOOKS



Original formats

PAINTINGS MAPS



Photographic material

Film Prints

Colour Black & 
white

Positive
(slide / 

transparency)

Negative

Colour Black & 
white

Usually on paper



Photographic material

Negatives Prints

Glass

Cyanotype
1860

Salted paper
1840

Gelatin
printing-out

1900-

Albumen 
1850

Cellulose 
nitrate

Celluloid



DIGITISATION

Working environment



DIGITISATION

Working environment

ISO 12646



Selection

Requirements analysis to set technical 
requirements for:

* digitization

* metadata
* access and use
* other repurposing areas

Preparation

DIGITISATION

Project Planning (1)

Rieger, 2008:16



Digitization

Quality control

Metadata

Technical development

Project management

Life cycle management

DIGITISATION

Project Planning (2)

Rieger, 2008:16



What equipment must I buy?

DIGITISATION

1 What do you want to digitise?

2 What is your collection consisting of?

3 How many items of different artefacts?

4 What are the physical sizes of artefacts 



What are the uses for a scanner?

1. To scan prints or documents (reflective)

2. To scan slides or negatives (transmission)

3. To scan objects (3D) (specialised equipment)

4. Specialised (such as multispectral)

SCANNERS



1. Flatbed  (only prints / documents)
2. Flatbed with adaptors (for film) 
3. Film scanners (dedicated for films)
4. Drum scanners
5. Overhead large format (including v-shape types)

6. Multifunction devices (copiers / fax
scanner) (Least suitable for digital preservation)

7. Scribes (v-shape cradle type)
8. Microfilm scanners

T Y P E S

SCANNERS



(A3 Flatbed EPSON 
10000XL scanner)

SCANNERS

A4 Flatbed EPSON  with 
slide / negative scanning 

facility

EPSON



35 mm and 120 film dedicated

SCANNERS

NIKON



Basic  Principle Overhead scanners

Angled scanners

LARGE FORMAT SCANNERS



Basic  Principle Overhead scanners

Vertical scanners

LARGE FORMAT SCANNERS



Twin Camera 
one-shot

Basic  Principle Overhead One-Shot

LARGE FORMAT SCANNERS



LARGE FORMAT SCANNERS

ZEUTSCHEL OS 14000

I2S QUARTZ SUPRASCAN HD



LARGE FORMAT SCANNERS

CRUSE

BOOK 2 NET COBRA



LARGE FORMAT SCANNERS

ZEUTSCHEL ScanSudio



LARGE FORMAT SCANNERS

Flatbed A0 size



TABLE TOP SCRIBES



Medium Format Digital

Medium format digital camera

Large Format Digital



A BAD SCAN IS A BAD SCAN

GIGO principle

YOU CANNOT FIX A BAD SCAN

DIGITISATION



WHY DO YOU NEED A GOOD 
SCAN ?

Scan right the first time philosophy:

Re-scan is expensive and labour intensive 
and may also be a threat to fragile material 
due to the unnecessary handling.

Material may be lost since last scanning 
due to water/flood or fire.

DIGITISATION



Challenges of digitisation

(of technical nature)

DIGITISATION



SCANNING ISSUES

A1 book cradle



SCANNING ISSUES



SCANNING ISSUES



SCANNING ISSUES



SCANNING ISSUES



SCANNING ISSUES



SCANNING ISSUES

Angled scanner

Vertical scanner



Textured paper Glossy paper

SCANNING ISSUES
(Kerkargief)



Textured paper Glossy paper

SCANNING ISSUES
(Kerkargief)



With frame Without frame

SCANNING ISSUES
(Kerkargief)



SCANNING ISSUES
(Kerkargief)



SCANNING ISSUES
(Kerkargief)

Silver mirroring

Flatbed scannerOne-shot scanner



SCANNING ISSUES
(Kerkargief)

Grayscale vs bitonal



SCANNING ISSUES
(Kerkargief)

Decisions:
Colour vs BW, single vs double page



SCANNING ISSUES
(Kerkargief)

Colour correctedUncorrected

Colour correction (post processing)



Standards for digitisation
(for example) 

DIGITISATION

1 File format (TIFF, JPG, JPG2002, DNG)

2 Resolution (dpi)

3 Mode:
> Colour

> Bitonal
> Black & white



Jpg file : simulation of
Bit rot (data rot) (Gattuso NLNZ)

DANGER OF FILE COMPRESSION 

A B

C D



University of Stellenbosch Archive December 2010 

TOTAL LOSS OF NEGATIVE 



DIGITAL
PRESERVATION STANDARDS

FADGI
(USA)

METAMORFOZE
(NETHERLAND)

4 levels

* Star
** Star

*** Star
**** Star

3 levels

Metamorfoze
Metamorfoze Light

Metamorfoze Extra Light



DIGITAL
PRESERVATION STANDARDS



DIGITAL
PRESERVATION STANDARDS



TARGET ANALYSIS
(REFLECTIVE)



References

Rieger, O.Y. 2008. Preservation in the Age of Large-Scale Digitization: A 
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Washington, DC: council on Library and Infromation resources; no 141 
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QUESTIONS ?



PRESERVING THE PAST FOR THE FUTURE



2

The NEED for Preservation



3

Demetrius, Keeper of the Library:

“Over 200,000, O king, I shall take urgent 

steps to increase in a short time the total to 

500,000.”

The King (Ptolemy II):

“What is there to prevent you from doing 

this? Everything for your needs has been 

put at your disposal.”



Historical Context on Records at Risk (1938)

“In view of the perilous state 

of world affairs, it seems that we must not 

delay in availing ourselves of every 

reasonable opportunity for securing those 

precious records so necessary in our work.”

Sept. 27: President Franklin Roosevelt sent letter to Führer Adolf Hitler seeking 

peace

Sept. 30: Munich Agreement allowed Germany to annex portions of 

Czechoslovakia

Nov. 9: Kristallnacht pogrom launched against Jews in Nazi Germany





6

The Archival World

Opportunities | Challenges | Direction



7

Archive
What Comes to Mind?Now… the Reality



8Ohio, USA



9Russia     |   Germany



10Peru       |   Hungary



11Ivory Coast



12Colombia, Central America



13Italy



14DR Congo



15

Nigeria Photo

Lusaka Zambia



16

Philippines – October 2013

Philippines



17



18

Georgia (USA) – August 2014



19



20

Archives



21

IssuesArchives



22



What is the Purpose of FamilySearch?

Help people connect with their ancestors





Records Access –The Process

Records

Negotiation

Image 

Capture

Digital 

Conversion
Online 

Indexing

Online 

Access
Preservation



Online Access

26



27

Camera Locations – 1 April 2018

48
United States

3
U.K.

0
Ukraine

0
Switzerland

17
Spain

2
South

Korea

5
S.A.

0
Russia

0
Philippines

2
Paraguay

8
Poland

13
Portugal

6

Peru
0

Papua

New

Guinea

0Nicaragua

2
New

Zealand

0Micronesia

1
Mexico

0Malta

2
Lith.

2Liberia

0
Kazakhstan

1Japan

3Indonesia

3
India

22Italy

0Ireland 

0
Hungary

7Haiti

0Ghana

7
Germany

4
France

2 Estonia

0Ecuador

5Dominican Republic

12
Czech

0Cote d'Ivoire

12
Colom.

15
China

3
Chile

4
Canada

24
Brazil

2
Belgium

8
Australia

3
Ven.

0
Bolivia

7
Argentina

14
D.R.

Congo
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Strategies for Success

A Case for Collaboration
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Goal Alignment in Collaboration Model

Archive

Preservation

Privacy (Legal Requirements)

Access

Preservation

Compliance with Law

Access
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Restricted Information 

Example
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Redacted
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Results of FamilySearch Collaboration:

• Serving Archival Needs
• Preservation of family history records

• Example: Granite Mountain Vault

• Data privacy

• Example: Redaction efforts

• Access to records, helping to serve users

• Serving User Needs
• Easier customer access to records

• 4 billion images available

• 1 billion indexed records
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Benefits of Working with FamilySearch 

• Valuable records are preserved digitally

• Record Custodian is given digital master copies 

of all digitized work

• Reduced risk of handling and damage to 

records

• Transparent agreement

• No cost to the record custodian
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Roles

FamilySearch

Technology

Software

Hardware

Manpower

100+ years of best 

practices

Archive

Access to the 

records

Rights to share the 

records (at no cost)

Secure space

Electricity



Nederduitsch Hervormde 

Kerk van Afrika

Netherdutch Reformed 

Church of Africa



Die Hervormer 

1909-77

• Internet Archive

• Universiteit Pretoria

• Joint Project

• Dutch & Afrikaans

• Text- but no search 

option

• DB Text



Gedenkbundels

• Albums on ca 105 

congregations

• Local history from 

1840’s northern South 

Africa

• 2017 Project with UP



Skyfie titel



• Dirk van der Hoff

• 1959-2017

Old Archives



• Oct 2017

Empty Depot



Skyfie titel









• Ses Groot Treke 

• Sept-Oct 2017

Moving to Heritage 

Foundation/ 

Erfenissentrum









New Archival Depot

























THE ART OF ARCHIVES’ FRIENDSHIP: 
“SENDINGFOTO-PROJEK”:



I THINK THESE PEOPLE 
ARE FROM BEFORE MY 

TIME …HOW  I AM  
SUPPOSE TO KNOW WHO 

THEY ARE? 



ART IN THE ARCHIVES: 
“SENDINGFOTO-PROJEK”

H

E

L

P

!



MISSIONARIES COMING TO THE RESCUE: 
THE MORGENSTER TEAM  



THE ZIMBABWE TEAM



PROF MARTIN 
PAUW WHO 

STARTED IT ALL 
IN DEEP 

DISCUSSION WITH 
DR CHRIS 

BLIGNAULT
(MALAWI)  



TRANSKEI: 
LET’S 

VERIFY 
WHO THAT 

WAS



IT’S SO 
GOOD TO 
LOOK AT 

ALL THESE 
PICTURES 

AGAIN!



BUT ITSURE
TAKES TIME 

AND 
CONSEN-

TRATION …



TAKING A 
BREAK TO RE-

LIFE THE GOOD 
OLD TIMES 



MISSIONARIES COMING TO THE 
RESCUE 





AND NOW TO CAPTRUE THESE 
IMAGES 



MISSIONARIES COMING TO THE 
RESCUE 



MAKING SURE IT IS A 
GOOD IMAGE 



WE HAVE 
CAPTURED 

NEAR 300 
IMAGES  
WITH AT 

LEAST 
ANOTHER 

300 
WAITING



We are already using these images for 

resarchers, publications and art …



Die hart van God:
Verhale van vroue in sending



Taking the 

Archives to 

Gansbaai



Stories from Malawi



“Vroue

randfigure

” Story 

manuscrip

t with ten 

co-writers



We are thus moving forward with the 

times …



The data revolution in 

African history

J o h a n  F o u r i e

1 12 June 2018



The data revolution

▪ Quantitative African history is experiencing a 

‘renaissance’

▪ Individual-level records

• Marriage records, baptism records, voters’ rolls, death 

notices, slave records, probate inventories, etc.

▪ Today I will say something briefly about one project 

that will use newly-transcribed microdata to 

(re)write South African history.

2 12 June 2018



Biography of an Uncharted People

3 12 June 2018



Marriage registers

4 12 June 2018



Distribution of marriages by race

5 12 June 2018



Decline of interracial marriages

6 12 June 2018



Racial concentration

7 12 June 2018



Age gap at marriage, by race (1923-

1960)

8 12 June 2018



Topics marriage data can help answer

▪ Female age at marriage – how did World War 1 or 

the Spanish Flu affect women’s marriage decisions

▪ Bridal pregnancy – how many women were 

pregnant on their wedding day? (Hint: surprisingly 

many!)

▪ Illegitimacy – who were most likely to have 

illegitimate children, and why?

9 12 June 2018



What we hope to do

▪ Challenge conventional wisdom 

▪ Investigate new research topics where qualitative 

sources are insufficient – like bridal pregnancy, or 

illegitimacy

▪ Uncover new trends that raise interesting questions

▪ Test our theories of how the world works: feminist, 

economic, demographic, sociological

1 0 12 June 2018



The team

1 1 12 June 2018



How you can help us

▪ We need:

• Volunteers to help with transcription

• Access to partially transcribed sources

• Access to qualitative source material, like minutes and 
correspondence (to confirm or refute our quantitative 

findings)

• Our data will be available free of charge on our website 

(partially, at first, but fully at the completion of the project)

• www.unchartedpeople.org

1 2 12 June 2018



Digitising in 2018 and 

preservation into the 

future.



Welcome all!

 So here I am to beat the old digitisation drum.

 This is something that is and has been foremost in all your minds for many 

years. Projects have been quoted on, addressed at levels of importance, 

assessed, samples created and budgets have scared everyone. The result is 

very little if anything has actually been done.

 The main reason for this is that each service provider has been seen as a 

vulture looking to take valuable cash away from your churches and very little 

practical advice has been given.



The main issue that needs to be addressed is 

what to you want to preserve and why.
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The main issue that needs to be addressed is 

what to you want to preserve and why.

•Very old documents and artifacts are perishing with age and not only will 

they ultimately disintegrate but already are far to fragile to handle. They 

have become museum pieces that no one can benefit from what is written 

in them.

•Old records of the history of each church are being sought more often as 

members become more interested in their history as they get older and 

these details are difficult to find.

•There are a range of paintings, photos and other artworks that each 

church may want to share with others but has no means to do so. Often 

these are items that have been left to the church by a deceased member 

of the community and as has happened their families have moved far away 

but would maybe want a copy of what 'Oom Piet' once had above the 

fireplace.



Once the decision has been made about what 

one wants to preserve the process needs to 

prioritised.



Once the decision has been made about what 

one wants to preserve the process needs to 

prioritised.

•Which items first?

• Oldest

• Most fragile

• Most searched for information



•How do we need to do it?

• Are we going to get our own scanner?

• Are we going to use members of the community to do the 

preparation work?

• Do we have a proper inventory of what we have in the 

archive/basement/back room?



•Who is going to do it?

• Are we using an outsourced specialist provider?

• Doesn't Oom Fanie take some nice photos with that fancy camera 

he just got, maybe we should ask him

• Did Tannie Mimi not say her grandsons mate Kobus has a friend who 

says he can do it



•Where are we going to put the images?

• Do we have space on a computer?

• How are we going to search the images for detail or will we have to 

look at every image in 1972 to find Junior Duckitt's joining of the 

Kerkraad?

• Are we wanting a simple Windows folder structure - this is an 

electronic version of a filing cabinet?

• Are we investing in a proper Document Management Archive suited to 

longer term preservation, locked down images that cannot be deleted 

and properly designed databases with extensive metadata fields 

attached for easy searching and which facilitate regular database 

rebuilds to keep the data fresh and un-corrupted?

• Are we doing the real deal and going the route of heavy duty 

microfilm archiving with images and digital representation to keep for 

1000 years. Remember all the stuff you carefully saved on a floppy 

disk in 1997, how do you access it today?



•Who is going to pay for the project to be done?

• And this is where the project grinds to a halt.

• No one has any idea of the costs involved or how much one needs to 

allocate from a non-existent budget surplus.

• This needs to be raised as a special project and donations and 

commitments obtained for a specific Rand value

• One needs to find a credible, ethical service provider and approach 

them with open cards - we have R0000's available - what can you 

achieve with this?



So maybe all I have achieved this afternoon is to confuse some of you even 

further, maybe I have given some of you some new insight into what it is you 

are facing if you want to keep all these bits of your and your communities 

histories. 



A couple more questions to keep in mind for the future

•How well is data security and integrity maintained?

•How easy will it be to access the data in the future?

•How cost-efficient is the technology in a long term perspective?



Mostly what I am hoping to have achieved here is 

• that you will look at what you have in your assorted churches and 

archives,

• begin qualifying what is really valuable to the community as a whole and 

begin the process of indexing these items,

• deciding which need to be digitised most urgently 

• and start approaching the various benefactors of each community with a 

request to sponsor each stage,

• give them the honour of having the digitsed items save as the "Chris Van 

Zyl Collection" offering the donor his place in the future history of the 

community. 



Thank you for your time today

Contact me on 083 444 5335 or 

shane@first-coast.com should you have 

any further questions.

mailto:shane@first-coast.com
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